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                We are             
            
                the agency for physical & digital Brand Experiences.            
            
                            
        

    

        
            

        







    
        


            
                

                    
                        
                            »LA PARISIENNE« WINDOW CAMPAIGN                        

                        
                            Cybex                        
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                Our Work            
        

            












    
    



    
        
                        
                We do            
            
                        
	
                    Window Campaigns                 
	
                     VM Concepts                 
	
                     In-Store Activation                 
	
                     Brand Consulting                 
	
                     POS Communication                 
	
                     Community Events                 
	
                     POS Displays                 
	
                     Retail Marketing                 
	
                     Production                 
	
                     Brand Spaces                 
	
                     Storytelling                 
	
                     Strategic VM                 
	
                     Brand Strategy                 
	
                     Trade fair Booths                 
	
                     Live Communication                 
	
                     Sustainable Retail                 


            
                        
                With all our passion.            
                    

                
            To ensure our customers’ lasting success, we activate their community, create identity for their brand and generate relevance and desire for their products.

We boost your brand and drive your sales.

        

        
                
            
                Our expertise            
        

            





	
				
					

	








    
    



    
        
                        
                Always Moving Forward            
            
                        
                WE’RE GEARED TO THE CHALLENGES FACING OUR CUSTOMERS AND US            
            
                        
                            
                    


                
            We never stand still. It’s crucial for us to continuously benchmark ourselves against the latest trends in design and sociology. We tackle visual and contextual problems, and we strive to find solutions with relevance and in line with our overall vision.

        

        
                
            
                Discover More            
        

            





                
            
                
                    
                        Explore                    
                    
                        The latest Stories from the blog.                    
                

            

            
                
                    
Check out what moves us and the industry and get an insight into the life of the Brand Companions. Stay tuned and dive into our blog.

                
                                
                    
                        More Stories                    
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                You can            
            
                        
                Count on me like             
            
                        
                one, two, three.            
                    


                
            Meet our marvellous Brand Companions.

We are champions in being creative, reliable, extraordinary, open-minded, diverse, interdisciplinary, passionate, slightly eccentric and, most importantly – we celebrate ourselves as a team.

        

        
                
            
                Our team            
        

            





    
        
            
                
                    
                        15

                        YEARS

                         of Expertise

                    



                
                    
                        35

                        RETAIL EXPERTS

                        ready to shape your Brand experience

                    



                
                    
                        250

                        GLOBAL CAMPAIGNS

                        per year
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                We work with
                FRIENDS, NOT JUST BRANDS
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                Lisa Fellhauer, Key Account Director            
            
                Let’s Team up and make it happen.            
        

        
                        
                +49 711 664817-157            
                                    
                [email protected]            
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WHO WE ARE




DFROST is the agency for retail identity & experience. Our passionate specialists with years of retail expertise develop and realize innovative, brand-focused retail solutions, wherever experiences and brand worlds need to be created. Being the brand companions, we shape the future retail along the whole customer journey for international brands like Hugo Boss, Breitling, Leica, ON Running and counting. DFROST Retail Identity was founded in 2008 and is based in the heart of Stuttgart.







OUR SERVICES




We link retail competence and brand consulting skills with design, project management, production, and logistics. Our consultants create forward-thinking brand strategies focused on the ever-changing consumer. Meanwhile, our conceptional designers break it down to effective stories and multisensory experiences, like brand spaces, in-store displays, window campaigns or community activations. Guaranteeing the most efficient processes and lasting success, our production managers ensure the worldwide implementations. Overall, as retail experts, we provide creative solutions for our customers’ projects like visual merchandising concepts and trade fair booths.







COMPANIONSHIP




The Brand Companions do not work for, but with our customers. Accompanying their spirits and goals, DFROST breathes life into ideas. We are driven by purpose, customer centricity, and innovation. We care about our environment and therefore are willing to find the most sustainable solutions for everything we do. By doing so, we prove that sustainability and design can go hand-in-hand. 
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  We are using cookies to give you the best experience on our website.

You can find out more about which cookies we are using or switch them off in settings.
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      Privacy Overview
    
  	This website uses cookies so that we can provide you with the best user experience possible. Cookie information is stored in your browser and performs functions such as recognising you when you return to our website and helping our team to understand which sections of the website you find most interesting and useful.
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      Strictly Necessary Cookie should be enabled at all times so that we can save your preferences for cookie settings.
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    Statistics
    
      This website uses Google Analytics to collect anonymous information such as the number of visitors to the site, and the most popular pages.

Keeping this cookie enabled helps us to improve our website.
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